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ABSTRACT,:' Coordinated deue topment; of aviation .faci Zi ties and serv'iaes
is critiaal fol:' geographically remote communities. Given a
growing desire to improve aviation capahilityin the nort;hern.
regions of .4.usi;ralia~ 'itis necessary to have an anaZyt-ical
base for determining the implications of aZternat·ive conj'ig
u:rations oj' air serviaes in tems of links to be served~
a;irport/aerodrome -inve.stment~ type of .fZ'ight equipment and
flight frequency" In this paper We outline q method tOT'

ident;i.fying airport supply aonf'igurQt'ions to meet air sepvice
demand to and from the PiZbarQ region oj' north-1JJest Australia ..
The approach emphasises mininrwn leve ls oj' demand required from
a community in order to justify provision of air serv'ices oj' a
given scenario" The method is influenced by the pauc'ity oj
data on demand in remote communities~ and the consequent risk
of relyi'fl.g solely on dema:nd-S'ide forecasts of patronage tevels"
It is therefore particularty useful in assessing transport
systems assoc·iated w·ith remote resource deveZopment projects
which are notable for the rapidity of' change which they can
bring, The approach has relevauce to a wide range of transport
applications ..
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AIRPORT EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

Airports and aerodromes have a long history of contribution to
the economic and social development of remote communities in Australia ..
In conjunc ti on with air servi ces they pr ovide a cri ti ca 1 communi ca ti on
medium with more populous regions. Although there have been systematic
efforts to plan for coordinated airport services in major capital
cities, the evolution of such facilities in sparsely populated areas
has been rather piecemeal. Mixed ownership of land-side facil ities and
different licensing statuses, together with the changing winds of
fortune in developing regions, have contributed to an hier'archy of
airports often with competing offerings in relation to air serVices,
with the resultant potential for dupl ication and clj!jms,on limited
resources for upgradings which while serving quas-i~local interests may
not be in the best long-term interest of the region as a whole. There
is a clear need for a procedure that can assist in the pr'ioratising of
investment strategies (including disinvestment) for a region as a whole
so that both maximum efficiency and equity are achieved in the light ofavailable resQuy'ces.

This paper outlines a method to assist in investment rational_
isation for airport services in remote community regions, with particular
reference to the Pilbara region of north-west Australia. The novel
feature of the approach is its minimal reliance on often speculative
demand forecasts of airport use, with the emphasis on supply side
benefit-cost criteria 1inked in with the minimum ridership reqUired to
justify a level of landside investment as embodied in a supply-side
scenar'io" Demand-side forecasts are moved from centr'e stage to provide
(ball park) assistance only in the determination of the possible realism
of each considered supply-side scenario, in terms of the latter
satisfying likely levels of future demand for air services. Thus the
outcomes are not strongly contingen.t-~demand_sideforecasts which have
an infamous history of uncertainty.

The paper is organised as,follows. In the next section we outl
the supply and demand side modelling approach, followed by a discussion
the empirical context in which the method has been applied to date. We
then select some typical outputs of the procedure to illustrate its
contribution to the rationalisation of future airport investment
strategies.. We conclude with a summary of the major contributions ofthe paper.

THE EVALUATION METHOD

The method is designed to identify airport supply
reqUired to meet air service demands to and from remote ~"_,,"i
Determination of an 'optimal' Configuration of air services requires
consideration of the air network to be served, the nature of airportl
aerodrome investment, the type of flight equipment and the frequenCY.. flight services.
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d" beyond a certain level of service (commonly one flight
per day or 15 hours headway) disutility is expected to
increase significantly. The extent of the increase will

b. as headway increases, expectations are adjusted to less
fr equent service, ; ncyeas ing to1er ance to del ay and
preparedness to accept longer' wait time;

c. there is a maximum wait under' normal service conditions;
thus the marginal disuti1 ity of waiting time tends to
zero; and

a.. very low headways are usually associated with high levels
of inconvenience, given the expectations of travellers;

Given that some existing sites may be upgraded while others may
remain at their current status or be allowed to run down, the centre
piece of the method is the equating of monetarised net time savings
resulting from an adjusted air service at a given airport (in relation

a specific route or a network) relative to existing air service at
that airport, and the incremental costs of implementing the service,

includes landside and runway investment. The resulting benefit-
criterion together with an index of association between estimated

ridership and predicted ridership are used to guide the
isation of investment strategies. The approach is sUfficiently
to accommodate both efficiency (aggregate benefits and costs)

distributional effects.. To apply the formal core it is necessary
to specify a set of future development and population scenarios and to

uate each accordingly ..

At the outset we have deliberately restricted the method to be
accommodated within existing data sources, since the costs of mounting
new surveys would render such a method cost ineffective. Central to
the approach is the analytical criterion to determine the minimum level
of demand required to justify provision of air services of a given
type. The criterion must be useful also as a policy tool for selecting
the communities to be incorporated in the air service network, as well
as a means of providing a uniform basis for equitable treatment among
those that should be included and excluded ..

In low density communities the frequency of air service is a
variable in the measure of user benefits attributable to

investment. Savings in travel time principally result from
"orl;'r"rl waiting times at airports due to improved headways. There is

disutility to the traveller associated with the delay due to flight
Centr'al to OUY' approach is a recognition of an acceptable

i~::~~~;:~i limit under normal schedules and an unacceptable level of
i enee when a low level of service occurs. For sparse networks

1QV/-dens i ty ma Y'kets. the qua1i ty of seY'vi cs can be appr oxima ted by
delay, with stochastic delay accommodated in load factor

A non-linear relationship between frequency delay and
pick up the disutility effect in the following way:
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depend on the (potential) traveller's attitude to the
offered service versus no service, and to the expectation
that the single flight will not be significantlY delayed"

e. at very infrequent levels of service the marginal disutility
of increased headway is assumed to be zero"

The assumptions in a-e can be embodied in a disutility function of the
polynomial form in equation (1).

Frequency delay (hours) = H3/A - H2/B + Hie (1)

where His the headway and A, B, e are empirical constants defining the
level of service that shapes the disutility curve. The empirical constants
used herein impose the condition that the convexity of the disutility
function begins at a headway of I flight per day (say 15 hours headway
ignoring sleeping hours) and a maximum acceptable waiting time of two hours
(Figure 1). This does not mean that such low frequencies have to exist
but only that the shape of the disutility function follows from the
particular level of service.. If there is a high level of service (e.g"
8 flights per day) then we would expect the initial concave portion of
the function to apply.. A default assumption is that frequency delay
equa I s aver age headway, '/hich is a 1i near re1ationship independent of
delay. Linking frequency delay with marginal disutility of delay
produces a richer measure of the benefit to travellers of improved
services ..
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Figure 1. The Waiting Disutil ity Function

. . For e~ch plann~ng J:',:ar (including a base forecast year), we can
ldentlfy an aHport paH (lJ) and determine annual time savings associated
with adjusting services away from the cUrr'ent level. Bya suitable
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where L is the load factor (average passengers per flight)., Given
equations (1) and (2) and the symmetrY condition for airport pair
weights (w .. = w.. ), the adjustment in annual undiscounted benefits for
airport i 1Jis :Jl

(2)

(3 )

(5)
J

[I w.. MJ
j=l 1)

J
YA [I w.. (MNVC ) .. J + YA Vs

j=l 1J 1J
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The (undiscounted) annual incremental cost (IC
i

) of airport
is defined by equation (6)

weighting factor (w .. ) for the share of traffic from airport i to each
and every airport j' J (j= 1, .•. ,J) we can identify airport-specific time
benefits. The headway of air services between each pr'Oduction-
attraction pair (H) is a function of annual traffic levels (YA), defined
as equation (2).

HL = 15 * 365 Lij/[wij YAJ (4)

(3) assumes that the only user resource benefits are time
Hmvever, if we are also interested in the incidence of

, we can include savings in air fares (INVC) and other
uencing non··resource adjustments (<5). So we would add into

(3) the following:

J J H' H' H
YA vIe I w.. (MNVT .. )J + YAVo[ I w..(6[----+ -])J

j=l 1 J 1 J j=l 1J A B C

where YA is the total number of trips into and out of airport i,

VI is the unit value of inflight time savings (i/person hour),

INVT .. is the inflight time of travel between airport production
1J i and airport attraction j,

VOis the unit value of waiting time savings

a 11 other terms are as defined previously ..

Since the benefits which accrue· to each passenger depend on the
flown, the pY'oportion of travellers on a one-way link, \'/i.1' is

to weight the time benefits on the link to produce a weighced
aVer"". I ink time benefit. The headway equation (2) is then replaced

equation (4).
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AIRPORT EVALUATION

J
= YA Z [6

j=1

~M is the change in annual airport maintenance costs
s

assumed to
be 100% recoverable.

CRF * 61 is the capital recovery factor multiplied by the change
in annualised capital cost of the airport;

where C.. is the aircraft cost including amortisation of oY'iginal costs
1J (S/min);
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Demand forecasts can be used to provide one benchmark of likely oa'tra,na,o,
level (y~) which when related to the supply-determined

'forecast' (y~) can be used to guide the prioritising of investment

strategies.. An investment strategy index (ISIi) can be defined as
equation 7,

ISI ,' = 1 - [yS/y~]
1 1

All cost items are assumed to be constant over five-year periods,
are in constant dollars of the base year and are summed over the economic
life of the airport (assumed to be 20 years).

To determine the minimum number of passengers (Y~) required to
justify a proposed service/facility change of a particular scenario and
economic life start time we set YA to the unknown y~ and solve equations
3 and 5 sUbject to 68 - IC = O. Equations 3 and 5 can also be
implemented with demand forecasts y~ to obtain the traditional benefit
cost ratio"

An econometY'ic aggregate city-pair model of air passenger
is used together with a time-series of cross-sections to obtain Oal"aml~tJ'"
estimates for the influences on patronage levels. Since pa,;sengE!r
forecasts associated with investment in regional and local
will typically be required to apply to periods well into the
(up to 3D years) it is necessary to limit the set of explanatory
to those that are relatively easy to forecast, have some commonali
trust in their future levels, and contain a subset of variables
critical to the scenarios being considered. Examples of
I inked variables are travel time, air fares and particular
local/regional development. Thus compromise is reqUired,
state of forecasting, between truly explanatory models and
descY'iptive models. Further discussion of the demand fUl1ction
tied in with the empirical application,
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in the context of the general decline in the profitability of the iron
ore and salt industries which have resulted in a corresponding decrease
in the rate of development and population increase. Future population
growth up to 2010 is unlikely to exceed 2 per cent per annum,

Accompanying the uncertainties in development are uncertainties
in the structure and conduct of the airlines servicing the area in the
future. The r'oute structure Cas of late 1983) for RPT's and third level
air services are shown in Figure 2, and a summary of the status of each
airport and ALA in the Pilbara zone in Table 1 together with a description
of the capabilities of aircr~ft used on each route jTable 2). The
relaxation of regulations and increased potential competition mean that
changes in the compos ition of ai r1 i nes, servi ces and aircraft are 1i kely
to open up a Pandora's box of possible futures. The region is displaying
conditions of approximate contestabi1 ity in the current phase of trans-
itional partial deregulation. All of these considerations suggest that
a scenario-,approach to determining likely future airport needs is
desir'ab1e.

Scenarios

The demand and supply side modules are 'driven' by scenarios
centred on the upgrading of aircraft equipment. Changes in aircraft
technology are related to the headway and inflight travel times (and
fare) as well as the costs of operating aircraft and airports plus
infrastructure costs. The evaluation method has been applied to an
airline network as well as a particular airport. We will illustrate
the scenario approach in two contexts,Ca) the potential establishment
of a hypothetical airport X at an unspecified location in the Pilbara
in the general vicinity of Paraburdoo and Newman. The airport is
assumed to be linked to Perth and one other airport (e g. Karratha or
Par t Hed1 and), Cb) an ai r1 i ne networ k whi ch connects by direct link
the four major airports in the Pilbara - Karratha, Port Hed1and,
Paraburdoo and Newman - to each other and to Perth. Oirect 1inks
to Darwin from Karratha and Port Hedland are included. Although the
application provides a condensed version of the actual RPT network
in the region, the method can in principle be applied to any level of
network detail subject to available data.

The airport - X and network models set out below examine the
annual passenger movements required at each of the Pilbara airports
to justify upgrading of the airport and aircraft type over the net:wOlok
simultaneously or on specific routes only,

The scenarios have been evaluated foY a ZO-year' economic life
of an airport with forecast values and discounting based on each of
four S-year periods (up to 2010). The time streams of costs and
benefits are discounted back to Ig84 present values using 10%, 12%
and IS% test social discount rates. The forecast values of .,.h'".
have been identified in dollars of the time of incurrence.
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The financial variables, average weekly earnings (E), link airfare
(INVC) and fuel costs (FC) were updated using a simple time extrapolation ..
Other variables are defined as scenario variables with their levels
specified for each evaluation. Given the upgrading scenario, the
particular airport and the social discount rate, the supply side output
is

282

The minimum number of annual passenger movements (y~)
required such that net benefits are positive ..

At yS, the annual incremental passenger benefits and the
annu~l incremental costs of providing the changed standard
of air'line service"

A summary of the components at the y~ value, that is the
dollar value of changes in inflight time, airfares, waiting
time disutility, air-er'aft oper'ating costs and annualised
airport capital and maintenance costs.

L

2..

3..

The load factor is related to the headway.. For low values of
headway (i .e .. frequent fl ights) the disutil ity is assumed to be very
slight. In the headway range of 5 to 7 hours, the curve is flat
indicating that changes in headway in this range cause little additional
inconvenience (or benefit) to passengers. Beyond 10 to 15 hours
headway the disutility curve steepens rapidly and at about a headway of
33-34 hours the disutility experienced by the traveller begins to exceed
the actual headway. We assume that people prefer to travel between
6 a.m. and g p.m. (a 15-hour' day), that is, a time interval between
flights of slightly greater than 2 days" Beyond 33 to 34 hours the
disutility experienced is assumed to be considerably greater than the
actua1 headway. To prevent the di sutil ity functi on from predicti ng
unrealistically high values,it is assumed to be constant beyond 36 hours
(about 2" days) ..

The optimi sed 1eve1 for y~ can be contr asted wi th yD A number
of relatively simple functional forms were analysed for A the dependent
and explanatory variables in the demand model; however a linear general
ised cost specification gave the best statistical fit and predicted airport
specific passenger movements extremely well (Table 3). The demand for
air travel to and from Pilbara airports, estimated on 1979-1984 annual
data is strongly influenced by the population size at the production and

on ends, the generalised cost of air travel (invehicle time,
headway and airfare), and five dummy variables, the latter accounting
for specific contextual effects which had a significant effect on the
level of passenger movements in and out of particular airport market
areas.. Perth is a major hub AMA, with a population substantially

than any of the Pilbara region AMA's. The Perth dummy variable
Drn,v;,;~< a mechanism for allowing the parameter estimate of population

take two values, one value for all AMA pairs which do not involve
and a value for links involving Perth. This variable must be

in·t~,·n"·~t~" jointly with the population variables ..
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The No-bus dummy variable gives an indication of the relative
isolation of the AMA in terms of access by public land transport.
Automobile costs and travel times were considered but excluded in this
trip distribution model. They are both highly correlated with air
fares (being distance linked with zero congestion) as well as automobile
travel being a poor substitute for the population of air travellers.
The Pilbara··Port dummy variable accounts for the diverse economic roles
that Karratha and Port Hedland play. The Gold-dummy and the Karratha
growth dummy variables allow for the specific and localised upsurgences
of economic activity in the early 80's in Kalgoorlie and Karratha
respectively. For the period 1979··1982 the Karratha growth factor
influences passenger movements over the network by 4020, -60, 5730 and
15170 trips respectively; the Gold dummy variation is 2900, 6030,
10630 and 12830 respectively. The role of these variables varies over
time quite significantly in contrast to the other dummy variables which
have a uniform influence on passenger movements thr'Qugh time. In remote
areas such as the Pilbara region the model suggests that passenger
movements are driven primarily by economic activity associated with
export industries. Both the Gold and Karratha growth factors required
special consideration in their projection up to the year 2010. Figure
3 gives an example of the final passenger movements at Karratha in the
presence and absence of the Karratha growth factor"
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of ai,. i ......lce OIlt of AAAi 40Mn9 5_10... 10_Zo<o. , 6_10"",;
::ranI time by cos ~.tw<!n ; .011 j, bUS fare. average "OIl$ellOld .lze .........ge
......,. of ~rsons per hOllsollol<l uncler IS. .co-"t10" cose 1t travel bl'
cal' 'eDfeen j aM J, .1t1n1.r of hOSPital ~eds '" 1. total ooorl;forc:o. Ka....I~
,oeeltl: g1'1>l<1:ll f.=,.. n.....,. of pMOIll"Y, 'OC:O"C4I"Y. tel"t1'l"Yoduation
iortl~rlonS, gol4Ol1nlnq are' d_. On.I_"". -'Oe!lO'H""•• ~lttenoool ••"
WyrIClIl_ .:M'. "".... o~d"4e<:I f""'" d....O<lU.' ....t'onll<!<:4us.~ • .,.ry 1""
~Si~e" """,,,,,,,nu "".... 'i'llliflo:antly Olasl"'l ~aru>ete,. .. t1 ...cos by
a ..t11\9 oud;er offecu"

THE DEMAND MODELTABLE 3
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SIDE MODELS

Developments in the energy, mlnlng and/or tourist industr'ies in
Pilbara could cause a rapid change in demand for air services at one

the small centres not currently served by RPT or at a location at which
entir'e new town is to be constructe-d. To examine this type of effect,

known as the 'Airport X' model has been devised

This model assumes the establishment of a hypothetical airport
unspecified location in the Pilbara in the region of Paraburdoo

Newman. Airport 'X' is assumed to be linked to Perth and one other
assumed to be either Karratha or Port Hedland. The 'Airport X'

forms a simple air' network which can be used as a planning tool
determining the annual passenger movements (YK ) required to justifY

ay airpoy·t configuration at as yet unknbwn sites"

The results of the Supply Side analysis carried out for Airport
given in Figure 4 and Table 4. Figure 4 shows the relationship

(i\l1.'~twlae.m average annual net benefits and passenger movements at Airport X
flve upgrading scenarios:

Corrmuter to F28.. 1000;
F28.. 1000 to F28-4000;
F28-1000 to DC9;
F28-4000 to DC9;
DC9 to 6727.
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For' the same set of conditions, Figure 4 suggests that not until
passenger movements exceed 88,000 would further equipment upgrading to
a wholly F28-4000 aircraft fleet be justified and at this level all net
benefits would be distributed to the airline operator. However, it is
clear from Table 4 that upgrading from F28-1000 to DC9 ,lOuld be
justified at or about 95,000 passenger movements and while the net
benefits would still be distributed to the airline operators, the
incremental benefits fY'om reduced invehicle time and reduced airfares
wou1d lessen the costs incurred by passengers" Th is 1atter scena ri 0

t
T

SDR = 107.
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Table 4 shows that about 35,750 passenger mo,ements would be
required at Airport X to justify upgrading to the standard of an
airport capable of handling F28-1000 aircraft when the following
conditions apply:

All links are upgraded simultaneously;
Social discount rate (SDRl of 10% and 100% value of time (VOT)
Perth weighting 80%;
Airport X _ Perth load factor 75%; Airport X - Kanatha/
Port Hedland load factor 50%; (except for commuter scenario
which assumes 100% load factor on both links)
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The Airport X model, being a relatively simple network but
representative of the long-short links operated by aircraft servicing
the Pilbara from Perth, provides an opportunity to examine the
sensitivity of the value of v~ to changes in variables which form
the Supply Side model's data base.,

Figure 5 presents the results of varying the proportions of
the Perth traffic within the total passenger movements at Airport X,
The notable features are:

989 711

··211 959

·1..1~0, 166

·7:5S 210

Annu'l Increment'l Sel"Vice e",ts S'l
Change In Annual Totol
Incre<Mnul Air_
port CapHal &
Maintenance

Cost, {S) 1$)

.. <29 169 541 ]09

Total C~ange in
Aircrlft

~:~:t1Si

541,732 121 S4ll
($lUSt
0"')

35756 18ZUS 26169/9 _2,259185

4IIn",,1 InCrelIental Pal,moO,. S..,.fit, "s

...""",1 Change in Change in Change In
P",s.n;.,. Air Travel Airfo,.., Headway
/b._nts Time

yi (s) m m

B4928 .\ 190 166 -I,HIO,166 ·1 190,166
(•.114.011
paul

95 lBB 12.799 I 495 JSB ..1,,840, 114 -271.959 _2,,120.468 1145 524
(.,S2.86/pan)

105245 ~." 1,653,325 ·144016 989,138 -756 758 1 746 524
($9.40/0'''1

17,273 42 305 1 078 445 .1. alB 966 _7511,21B ··910 068 151,838
( • .l4. 40/p••s)

TABLE 4 COSTS /<NO BENEFITS FOR UPGAAOWG SCDlAAla; AT lllE ri lEVEL

AIRPIllT, AIRPOH X MOllEL: AIRPQRT ~ HOOCl

Uogr.dlng Scen.d"

I Co......tor to
F2B·IOOO

2 F2B·lOOO to
F,8-4000

J F28-1ll00 to
OC' .

4 'ZS·,4000 tQ

""5 ecg to B7Z7

Notes: 1. All amounts in 1964 $'s.
1:. All armunt. are annual inoc....nt<1 co;t'/benefH, between ,cenario loveh
l. SllR 10:,

The highly sensitive relationship between the proportion
of Perth traffic and VS.

A'
The dramatic peaks in vS for Perth weightings of 95% - 85%
for all scenarios otherAthan commuter to F28-1000;

The relatively close V~ values required to justify upgrading
to DC9 as opposed to F28-4000 from F28-1000 for Perth
weighting in the range 85% - 80%; and

It/ould incur an annual airport capital and maintenance investment of
about $1,750,000 over the assumed 20 year life of the airport whereas
the former incurs none as F28-4000 aircraft can operate from the same
airport as F28-1000 aircraft.

The passenger movements requir-ed to justify further upgrading
from DC9 to B727 aircraft, at about 172,300, are sufficiently great as
to rule out the possibility of this size of aircraft currently being
justified at any location for which the Airport X model is a planning
representative"
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~
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Figure 5,

Commuter to F28-IOOO;
F28·,1000 to OC9"

lOOY. 60"/. 60 V. ~OV. 20·1. 0%
PERTH WEIOIHlNG Or:

TOTAl PASSENGER MOVEMENTS
AT AIRPORT X'

, A1RFlORrX"- a:FECT OF VARYING PERTH I;IJ8GHTlNG

Because historically Perth weightings for Pilbara airports
are approximately in the range 95% to 75%, the F28-1000 is well suited
to the long-short link nature of a Pilbara networking operation" This
i~ due to the relatively insensitive nature of the r'elationship between
Y and the Perth weighting in the range 95% to 75% for the commuter to
F 8-1000 upgrading scenario. By contrast all further upgrading
scenarios are highly sensitive in this range.

Tables 5 and 6 present the results of sensitivity tests in
which both the SOR and the value of time (VOT), for invehicle and
waiting time are varied for the upgrading scenarios:
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'Network' Model Analysis

This model is based on an airline network with direct links
between all four major airports in the Pilbara - Karratha, Port Hedland,
Paraburdoo and Newman - to each other and to Perth, In the case of
Karratha and Port Hedland direct links to Darwin are also included.
This model provides a condensed version of the actual RPT network in
Pilbara. The importance of network effects on transport costs and
hence scale and scope economies has been strongly supported in recent
empirical studies (Wang and Friedlaender 1984, 1985, Johnson 1985) ,.

The purpose of this model ;s to examine the minimum annual
passenger movements (Vi) which would be required at each of the Pilbara
airports to justify introduction of various different aircraft types
on routes to and from these airports. This provides a useful assess
ment of the network effects that exist in Western Australia and of the
differences that exist between the four major airports in the Pilbara.

The Network model can also be used to examine not only the net
benefits and benefit/cost ratios which occur at specific airports, but
also for the Pilbara airport system as a whole. These can be computed
to forecast passenger movements at each airport"

1,746,524
1,539,151
1,304,774

229,169
227,031
224,615

Annualised Average
Incremental Airport
Capital &Maintenance
Costs ($)

Annualised Average
Incremental Airport
Capital &Maintenance
Costs ($)

99,517
100,078
100,995

43,754
44,129
44,759

95,190
95,771
96,723

35,756
36,222
37,023

HENSHER AND THDRNTON

Value of Time (VOT)
75% VOT Base VCT 125% VaT

89,514
90,524
91,523

AIRPORT XMODEL: SENSITIVITY OF Y~ TO CHANGES IN VOT
AND SDR:F28-1DOO TO DC9 UPGRADING SCENARIO

28,719
28,848
25,067

Value of Time (VOT)
75% VOT Base VOT 125% VOT

AIRPORT X MODEL: SENSITIVITY OF Y~ TO CHANGES IN VOT
AND SDR:COMMUTER TO F28-1000 UPGRADING SCENARIO

10%
12%
15%

10%
12%
15~~

SDR

TABLE 6

SDR

TABL.E 5
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The scenarios examined in the Network model are:

Commuter to F28;
F28 to OCg;
OCg to 8727,

In addition two further scenarios were considered in which upgrading
occurred only un specific routes:

54 ., OC9/F28 mixed system with OCg on PER-KTA-PRW and
PER-PHE-ORW routes and F28 on the remainder,

55 - OC9/F28/Commuter mixed system with DC9 as in 54,
PER-ZNE and PER·,PBO and F28 with commuter on intra--Pilba:ra
port links"

The F28 scenarios used averaged data which reflected the current
mix of small passenger jet aircraft being used by East-West and Ansett
WA on the Pilbara routes (i.e. F28-1000, F28-4000 and BAC-146), In the
final form of the Network model each link appears only once to avoid
double counting of benefits and costs in the system as a whole. As a
result cross linkages between the Pilbara ports have to be assigned
to one port only" To determine which port such links should be
assigned to, the principle adopted is that a link is assigned to the
airport which determined the standard of equipment which can be operated
on the 1ink,

The following hierarchy was assumed: Port Hedland > Karratha >
Newman/Paraburdoo" Consequently, the following 1inkages were adopted:

Port Hedland linked to Perth and Darwin
Karratha linked to Perth, Oarwiniln<LJlott Hedland
Newman linked to Port Hedland, Karratha and Perth
Paraburdoo linked to Karratha, Port Hedland and Perth

The Network mod~l assumes that all links are upgraded/downgraded
simultaneously; the 50R is 10%, the base VOT is used, and the weights
attached to total passenger movements are:

From/TQ. KTA PHE ZHE P80 PER ORW
Karratha 0 .03 0 0 ,45 ,,02
Port Hedland 0 0 0 0 ,37 .13Newman ,05 ,07 0 0 ,,38 0
Paraburdoo ,06 .02 0 0 ,,42 0

Average Annual Load Factors on Network Model Links (as percen
tages of seats available) are:
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KTA PHE ZNE PBD fER DRW

KTA 0 42 72 42 77 50
PHE 42 0 62 3B 67 50
ZNE 72 62 0 55 75 Q:
PBO 42 3B 55 0 60 0
PER 77 67 75 60 0 0
DRW 50 50 0 0 0 0

Source: Department of Aviation records.

Using the Network model established in this configuration, each
of the fourSPilbara airports was investigated to determine the minimum
ridership Y

A
required to justify each of the upgrading scenarios consid-

ered and the values of the various components of the benefit-cost
equation; and the shape of the net benefits curve in the range
0-150,000 passenger' movements for each of the upgrading scenarios.

Example 1: Karratha

Figure 6 shows that for Karratha, upgrading from commuter
standard to F2B would be justified for a total annual passenger movements
of about 25,000 with further substantial incremental net benefits
distributed to the passengers. However, net benefits, distributed
i niti a lly to the air line operator, are gener ated once total annual
passenger movements exceed about 46,600 in the case of the scenario for
F28 upgrading to DC9. This scenar'io involves an annual incremental
airport cost of about $1.15 million per annum over the twenty year
economic 1ife of the facil ity.. Upgrading further to B727 standard is
calculated to be justified at about 72,000 annual passenger movements,
but again the net benefits are initially distributed to the airl ine
operator. Sensitivity analysis (Table B) shows that only minor
variations oCCur for var'iation in the SDR value, but qUite significant
variations occur' foy' changes in the value of time ..

TABLE 8 NETWORK MODEL •. KARRATHA: SENSITlVITY OF Y~ TO CHANGES IN
VaT AND SDR
F2B to DC9 Upgrading Scenario

--_._------
Value of Time (VaT)

75% VaT Base VaT 125% VaT

Annualised Average
Incremental Airport
Capital &Maintenance
Costs (S)

10%
SDR 12%

15%

44,378
45,045
46,166

46,891
47,21B
4B,26B

4B,394
4B,990
45,587
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1,144,429
1,030,695

902,150
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NETWORK MODEL - PARABURDOO: SENSITIVITY OF Y~
CHANGES IN VOT AND SDR _.
Commuter to F28 Upgrading Scenario

Value of Time (VOT) Annualised Average

75% VaT Base VOT 125% VaT
Incremental Airport

&. Maintenance

10% 22,640 25,855 30,363 229,169
SDR 12% 22,881 26,400 31,202 227,032

15% 23,617 27,368 32,737 224,615

TABLE-9

Figure 6. Net"ork (Karratha) Supply Side Evaluation

s

Example 2: Paraburdoo

Commuter to F28 upgrading is found to be justified at around
25, 800Sannual passenger movements. Net benefits are initially achieved
at a Y value of about 49,OOO. As disutility effects on the low
passen~er volume links come into play, net benefits diminish and become
slightly negative. At around 107,000 passenger movements the net
benefits curve becomes positive again. Similar effects occur for the
DC9 to B727- upgrading scenario (Figure 7). .

Sensitivity testing (Table 9) for variations in both thesSDR
and the VOT once again show that variation in the VaT changes YA
quite significantly, but not changes in the SDR.

AIRPORT EVALUATION

RIRPORT 01: RIRPORT "X~ SOR = 10X



TABLE 7 COSTS ANO BENEFITS FOR UPGRAO]NG SCENARIOS AT THE Y; LEVEL

AIRPORT: KARRATHA MODEL, NETWORK MODEL

Annual incremental Passenger Benefits $' 5 Annual Incremental Service Costs $'5Upgrading Scenario Annual Change 1n Change in Change in Iota I Change in Change in Annual Iota I·Passenger Air Trave t Alrfares Headway Aircraft Jncrementa I Air-Movements Time Operating port Capital &
yS

1$) ($) ($) ($) Costs ($) Ma lntenance
($) I

mA
Costs ($)

'"<n!. Conmuter to F28 25,061 2]4,276 2,223,]26 -1,381,600 1,057,803 155,010 902.777 J.,057,787 I
m($42.21jpassj
'"'" 2. F28 to De9 46,59] 47,433 610,957 -835,704 -177,314 -1,321,772 i,144,429 -177 ,343 ".'" '"'" (-$3.81/pass)
""3. De9 to 8727 71,904 24,468 1,251,698 -1,460,258 -184.091 -559,972 375.866 - 184,106 --i ,
I(-$2.56/pass)
""'"'"Notes:
--i1. All amounts 10 1984 $'5.

""2. All amounts are annual lncl'emental costs/benefits between scenano levels. '"o. SDR 10%.
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DEMAND FORECASTS AND MINIMUM RIDERSHIP

The current 'status quo' in the Pilbara is an airport network
served by a mixture of small jet aircraft, namely the F28-1000, F28-
4000 and 8Ae-146 aircraft types. The following figures show the
forecast status quo traffic for each port (a) and the number of
passenger' movements required to justify upgrading from commuter' to
F28 standard (b)"

-- Karratha Port Hedland Newman Paraburdoo

(a )~985 Forecast (yD) 93,000 53,000 26,000 23,000
A

(b) y~ Network 25,061 43,106 93,482 25,855

Investment Strategy
Index lIS!) 0.731 0,187 -2,,595 -0,124

Whereas Karra tha, in particul ar, and Port Hedl and easi 1y justify
their F28 standard air services, the forecast passenger movements at
Paraburdoo and Newman fall short of the level assessed in the Supply
Side model to justify their current status as F28 airports,

In the case of Paraburdoo~ forecast passenger movements are
slightly below the required y~ value, However, a considerable
difference exists in the case of Newman. This is primarily attrib-
utable to the influence of the proportion of passenger movements on
the Perth and Port Hedland/Karratha l;nks.

There is, therefore some analytical evidence to support the
argument that networking is necessary to provide the level of service
currently available to Newman and Paraburdoo. The Karratha-Paraburdoo
combination appears to generate sufficient passengers to justify the
route as a network, while the Port Hedland-Newman combination appears
to be a less certain situation,.

Links having small proportions of the total passenger movements
at an airport have a significant effect in increasing the number of
passenger movements Y'equired to generate net benefits. If, as shown
in the Airport X both Newman and Paraburdoo's passengers travelled
exclusively to/from Perth then they would both probably be justifiable
as F28 standard airports. However, in practice the local 1inks from
Newman/Paraburdoo to/from Port Hedland/Karratha are probably supported
by the through traffic from/to Perth. It should be noted that such
through traffic on these routes suffer costs in the form of long trip
times. These effects have not been accounted for in this analysis.
Further, the status of Newman and Paraburdoo as F28 standard airports
is the result of other unquantified factors such as industrial agreements
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which guaranteed the provision of jet RPT services connecting Perth
to these remote centres.

In upgrading to OC9 standard over the network the following
passenger movements have been determined from a) the Demand Forecast
Model and b) the Supply Side Network Model,

------
Karratha Port Hedland Newman Paraburdoo

(a) 1985 Forecast (yD) 95,000 • 63,000 33,430* 30,500*
A

(b) yS (Network) 46,551 71,578 65,627 63,000
A

* Year 2000 forecasts includes TAA once weekly OC9 service,

Karratha easily generates sufficient passenger movements to
justify upgrading to DC9 standard while Port Hedland also exceeds its
y~ criterion" Newman and Paraburdoo clearly do not generate suffic
i ent passenger movements for all servi ces into and out of them or all
links to be DC9 standard" Similar comments apply to the DC9 to B727
uP9radin9 scenario. For Newman and Paraburdoo they cannot justify
further upgrading to a standard higher than F28-1000 In order to
support passenger movements on the intra Pilbara links even at this
level, network or 'throu9h' traffic is required to justify their
status"

In the event of mine upgrading at Newman occurring between
1987 and 1988 the additional passenger movements generated could be
easily accommodated by reductions in headways, without the need for
upgrading to a larger aircraft type. The same probably applies to
the case where Area C or West Angelas is developed in 1990 and is
serviced through Newman, although it is possible that the proportion
of Perth traffic could increase sufficiently to reduce the y~ level
at which further upgrading is justifiable"

consequently, from consideration of forecast passenger' move
ments and YA values, it appears that if a single standard airport
system and hence single equivalent aireY'aft type service is desired
to the Pilbara, the appropriate standard is F28, This, however, does
not necessarily result in the system which offers the maximum
potential net benefits in economic terms over the whole Pilbara
Network as is demonstrated below in Network Benefit - Cost Assessment.

NETWORK BENEFIT - COST ASSESSMENT

The Supply Side analysis described above examined both past
and future airport developments in the Pilbara by assessing the
minimum passenger movements at each of the Pilbara airports YP,,,,,,eo
to justify various levels of air service ranging from commuter
B727 standard.
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Another means of examining whether a scenario is advantageous
is to examine the incremental net benefits and costs which occur for
a given scenario at the levels of demand forecast. By examining such
benefits and costs at each of the Pilbara airports and summing them,
it is possible then to assess the effect on the Network as a whole.

From the t"recerl"fn~ discussion options far aejustments frot"'!
the status quo in the Pilbara Network worthy of examination are:

I Introduce DC9 standard services to and between all Pilbara
a i YpOy'ts;

II Introduce DC9 standard services on the Perth-Karratha
Darwin and Perth-Port Hedland-Darwin routes with the
remainder of the Network remaining as an F28 standard,

III Introduce DC9 standard services on the Perth-Karratha
Darwin and Perth-Port Hedland-Darwin routes, keep the
Perth-Newman/Paraburdoo routes as F28 and introduce
commuter standard services on the intra Pilbara airport
Y'Dutes"

The Demand forecast model (Table 3) provides, for each airport,
future passenger movements associated with the I inks included in
Network Model. These forecasts are included in equations 3 and 5

t~!'~;;~:;~,"~with the values of the components of the benefit and cost
b the system net benefits and benefit-cost ratio for the

in question. Table 10 illustrates the results of an analysis
this type for' one scenario which was found to generate the maximum

net benefits and benefit-cost ra:tio of those considered"

Examination of Table 10 shows that:

The Network overall has a positive benefit-cost ratio as
do each of the Pilbara airports when considered individually"

The principal benefits at Karratha and Port Hedland are
from reductions in DOC and in airfares.

The principal benefits at Newman and Paraburdoo stem from
increased fr'equency of service on the intra Pilbara routes,
Le" a reduction in headway and thus, disutility"

In carrying out these analyses the a,,1;uaZ upgrading to DC9
already completed at Port Hedland was included. In practice,
the cost of this upgrading ($1.66m in Table 10) can be
as sunk and, as far as determining the future couY'se of action

Hedland, eliminated from calculations. The average annual net
ts for the system become $9,,4 million and the benefit-cost ratio

9 .. 2.,
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0.00.01.14. 1.66

As the Supply Side analysis adopts a social cost-benefit
approach and is concerned with the incidence of benefits particularly
in regard to the users of the service, airfare savings were included"
KoweveY'~ in strict resource b~nefit-cost analysis terms fare savings
not resulting from generated traffic should not be included. This
adjustment has the effect of reducing the system average annual net
benefits from $g,.4 million to $6.85 million and the benefit-cost r'atio
from 9.. 2 to 7.0.

Notes: 1. Includes Perth-Oarwin through traffic as if Port Hedland
traffic

2.. Based on SDR of 10%
3. 20 year economic life

1. The method outlined has been structured to provide an internal
validity check on one of the most critical influences on investment
strategy, forecasting demand, which is prone to enormous levels of
error. This is particularly the case in remote areas where rates
of change can alter dramatically with the establishment, and in
the winding down of major resource projects

Incromental Costs based
on YA

Airport investment and
maintenance changes

Average Annual Incremental System Net 8enefits = 10 .. 531 - 2.. 8 = 7. 73m
Benefit/Cost Ratio 3.. 76

TABLE 10 AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREMENTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR NETWORK
MODEL UPGRADED FROM ALL LINKS AS F28 SERVICES TO DC9 ON
PER.,KTA.DR~I AND PER-PHE·,DRW, F28 on PER-PBD and PER-ZNE
WITH ALL INTRA-PILBARA LINKS DOWN-GRADED TO COMMUTER

Karratha. Port Hedland Ne\"iIT1a~ Paraburdoo

Approximate 1985 total 93,000 gg ,000 26,000 23,000
forecast passenger

(yD)movements A

IncrementalDBenefits
based on YA:

Invehicle time changes
(rVT) 0,,09 D,,11 -0,01 -0,,005

Fare changes (rVC) 1.22 1.35 ·0,,03 -0,,004
Wait time disutility
changes (WTD) 1.24 ·,0.68 0 .. 83 0 .. 25
Operating cost
changes (DOC) .b.ZL-__3.23 0.10 0.12

5.27 4.01 0.89 0.61
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2. By deriving information from two sources, forecast demand and
minimum ridership, and then relating them through the investment
strategy index, it is possible to place confidence limits on the
benefit-cost tatios "hich can also be derived. The approach can
be appl ied at an airport-specific or net"otk 1evel..

3. A major benefit of the approach is that it can be applied using
data predominantly available from regulatory authorities and
existing soutces.. Consequently, extensive and detailed social
surveys ay'e not required"

4.. The method itself does not require a large range of variables,
particularly those "hich might be considered 'soft' data e .. g.
value of time, disutility. Thus it is not unduly onerous to
examine the sensitivity of the model to such variables ..

5.. The structure of the mode, is such that it can be used not only
to compute minimum ridership, but also benefits and costs at
forecast ridership levels ..

6.. By adopting a scenario approach, a "ide range of possible
alternatives, "hether imptovements to single airport(s) "ithin
a network or changes of equipment on several ('outes, can be
evaluated. This approach makes the general method attractive to
a "ide range of transport applications e .. g. rural road planning,
inter-island shipping, inter-city rail. The basic frame"ork
exists "ith the model to extend it. to mate complex issues such as
other inter-urban tr'ansport investment issues"

7. The method demonstrated its potential and po"er in the Pilbara
Zone Study recently completed by ACCA. Areas for further
development would include research on the functional form of the
disutility curve and a more sophisticated approach to dealing
with hierarchies within networks.

8" A~tTwugh the Pi"lbara Zone Study rJa.s not specifically conceY'11.ed
uJ7.-th deregu~Qtion, the struature of t~e model and scenapio approach
enahle.s a wt:d~ range. of dere~ulatory 'l.ssues to be g,xamined e"g,
changing sew1.-ces.,z-ntroduct'l-on oj' comoetitive serv'ices new
routes J changed ail'cI'aj't type8.) ZOUJer f'a:Pes and the lik~"

The method enables an assessment of the incidence of benefits
and costs to be examined. It also enables the validity of earlier
decisions to be examined. Consequently, the outputs of the method
can provide highly relevant information on the asset value of public
properties.
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